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1.

Linear Algebra k Calc

2 pai,nts Casstevens (1970) looked at legislative cohesion in the British House of Com-
mons. Prime Minister David Lloyd George claimed on April 9, 1918 that the French
Army was stronger on January 1, 1918 than on January 7,'l,9LT (a statement that gen-

erated considerable controversy). Subsequently the leader of the Liberal Party moved
that a select committee be appointed to investigate claims by the military that George
was incorrect. The resulting motion was defeated by the following vote: Liberal Party
98 yes, 7'L no; Labour Party 9 yes, 15 no; Conservative Party 1 yes, 206 no; others 0

ies, 3 no. The difficulty in analyzing this vote results from the fact that 267 Members
of Parliament (MPs) did not vote. So do we include them in the denominator when
making claims about voting patterns? Casstevens says no because large numbers of
abstentions mean that such indicators are misleading. Instead, he argued that we can
evaluate party cohesion for the two large parties by comparing their respective vector
norms for yes and no votes. The party with a vector of greater magnitude, he asserted,
has more cohesiveness. Calculate the vector norms for each parties, and find which
party exhibits greater cohesiveness.

3 poi,nts A mining company has two mines. One day's operation at mine f lproduces
ore that contains 20 metric tons of copper and 550 kilograms of silver. One day's
operation at mine ff2 produces ore that contains 30 metric tons of copper and 500

kilograms of silver. Let u1= [;fo ] and a2: I ffo ]

What is the physical meaning of the vector 5u1?

Suppose the company operates mine ffl for 11 days and mine ffZ for 12 days.

Write an equation (AX : B) whose solution gives the number of days each mine
should operate in order to produce 150 tons of copper and 2825 kilograms of silver.

(*) What is the order of each of the matrices above?

3. I pa'ints Compute the determinant l-41 of
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10. 2 ror,lnts eoch Integrate the following indefinite integrals:

(a) J(3r2 *x-4)d,*
(b) / fua,
(") / xtnrds

Ll. 2 poi,nts eoci Solve the definite integral.

@) [lQ* + s)dn
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L2. 2 points Find all first and second order partial derivatives of the following function:

f (*,y) * 3*'a - 6*ao + (c + il@' - a2)

L3. 3 paints Consider

f(*,s):(n-1)2+y+t
Find the critical point(s), and determine mix, max, or saddle point(s). Find V/.
Calculate the Heesian matrix. Is f concave, convex, or neither?

L4. 3 poi,nts Candidate u selected campaign firm A to ensure he had a lead going into the
last month of the election. Candidate u has less money so she selects campaign firm '
B, who cannot guarantee as many voters'by the last month of the election. The firms
model their hypothesized number of voters (in thousands) with the following equations,
where rn represents months from hiring

. 20OmA\m):m
B(*): 10(rn - 3)3

(a) Assuming the final month of the campaign is 5 months away (m:5), does cam-
paign firm A fulfill its promise?

(b) Calculate A(5), B(5), A'(5) and B'(5)

(c) Use the ealculated values in part (b) to estimate the total votes received by each
candidate on Election Day (m:6).

15. 3 poi.nts In many parliamentary systems, the prime minister has the ability to dissolve
parliament and call for new elections. Constitutionally an election must be held within
the next two years. It has been calculated that his party's populrity over the next 24
months can be modeled by

P(t): ffi,o <t <24

When would you advise the election be held? Be sure to validate that this would be
the best, and not the worst time to do so.



1S. ., po'irLfue In a, newly incorporated city, voter registration (in thorrsands) for the lirst 8
months can be urodeleel lry

V(t) : :30 + 12* - t3; 0 <rt < I
At what trrr:int is the amount of voters increasing at its maximum rate'l

Probability
l{ote: Each rluestion is worth four points except questions 9 and 12, where sub-sections are
each worth four points.

Question 1. You own three coins. Each coin is a different color: one is silver, one is gold,
and one is co1>per.

A) If vou flip all three coins at orrce, what is the sample space over potential outcomes?

B) What outcomes make up event ,4 in which you observe exactly two heads?

Question 2. You roll two six-sided dice simultaneously. The events A, B, and C are defined
such that .4. : "both results are even" ; B : "the sum of both results is nine or greater";
and C : "both of the results are five or greater."

A) Which events, if any, are mutually exclusive?

B) Which events, if any, are subsets of other events?

Question 3. A: {(r,y) : 0 < r < 5;0 <y <5} and B : {(r,A) :2 < r <6;2 <A <6}.
Given sets.4 and B, sketch the regiorrs in the ry-plane the correspond to:

A) AUB
B) ,4nB

Question 4. An urn contains 36 chips, numbered 1-36. One chip is drawn at random. Let
A be the event that the number on the chip is even. Let B be the event that the number of
the chip is divisible by three.

A) Find P(Au B)

B) Find P(An B)

Question 5. Suppose that two cards are drawn in order from a standard 52-card poker
deck. In how many ways can one card be a heart and one card be a King?



Question 6. The La Jolla Larnpreys &re & locai rugby chrb. "fhis week thcy have two
g{rmes: one against the Encinitas Echiclnas and errre a,gainst the $rrn Marcos Muskox. The
Lampreys have a i]0% chrurca of winning against the Echidna.s, but only a 20% chance of
winning against the Muskox. If the Lampreys have a 60% chance of losing both games anr.l

a L0% chance of winning both garnes, what is their chance of winning exactly once?

Question 7. Let.A and B be two events defined on asarnple space 0 such that:

P(A. B") : a.2

P(A'n B) : 0.3

P((Au B)") :0.t
Find the probability that at least one of the two events occurs given that at most one of the
events occurs. Use set identities.

Question 8. You are in charge of selecting partners for the U.S. Olympic figure skating
team. You are a^llowed to send four pairs of skaters to Olyrnpics, with each pair consisting of
one male and one female skater. You must choose these pairs from a set of 10 females and

10 males.

A) How many distinct pairs of skaters can you form?

B) How many different ways can you select four pairs of skaters? :

C) The International Olympic Committee decides to eliminate rules that reify sexual bina-
ries. Now you can create partnerships in which any two skaters can be paired together,
regardless of sex or gender. In addition, the IOC decides to cut the number of entries

in half. Under the new rules, how many different ways could you select two pairs of
skaters from the 20 athletes

Question 9. Urn I contains six red chips and ten white chips. Urn II contains three red

chips and three white chips. 'lfour friend chooses one of the two urns at random and draws

a chip from that urn. (Each subsection is worth three points.)

A) If the chip is red, what was the probability that your friend sampled-from Urn II?

B) You find a third urn containing five red chips and three white chips. Your friend selects

a chip at random from one of the t]:ree urns. Given that the chip is red, what was the
probability that your friend sampled from Urn III?

Question 10. On average, Stata crashes once per every 200 lines of code. To complete

your seminar paper, you must execute 900 lines of code. What is the probability that more

than 2 crashes will occur while you write your seminar paper?



Question L1. An urn corrtairm five chips nurnbered 1 to 5. Two chiJ:s are rirawn siurultil-
neorrly.

A) Let X be the larger of the two nurnbers drawn. Write a probability ma*ss function that
rlcscribes X.

B) Let tr/ be the surrr of the two numbers drawn. Write a probability ma.ss function that
descril:es I/.

C) Write the cunrulative probability functions that describe X and, V.

Question L2. An urn contains six chips numbered 2, 4, 6,8, 10, and 12. Two chips are
drawn without replacement. Let the random variable X denote the larger of the two chips.
Each sub'question is worth three points.

A) Find E(x).

B) Find V(x)

Question L3. The leaders of Argentina are trying to decide whether to start a war with
Bolivia. They know that the Bolivian military is either strong or weak. If Bolivia is weak,
Argentina would win a war with 100% probability and receive a payoff of 5. If Bolivia is
strong, Argentina would lose with certainty and receive a payoff of -5. If Argentina decides
not to start a war, it will receive a payoff of 0.

A) If Argentina believes that Bolivia is strong with probability : .25 and not strong with
complementary probabilitg what is Argentina's expected value of war?

B) Argentina observes Bolivia deploy a large number of troops to the border. This causes
the Argentinian leadership to reassess their beliefs about Bolivia's strength. After
much debate, they conclude that a strong Bolivia would be able to make such a move
6OYo of the time, but a weak Bolivia would be able to make the same move only I of
the time. After observing Bolivia's actions, should Argentina initiate war? What is
their expected payoff?

Question 14. Given the cdf: F(r) : ai

A) If the lower bound is 0, find the upper bound.

B) What is the expected value of this function?

C) What is the variance of this function?

Hint: To find expected value, derivate the CDF with respect to X, then integrate with respect
to X including our X operator.


